50-NOVA
SOLAR ROAD LIGHT

EN
60598

IP65 IK08

-

High quality workmanship, integrated design

-

Modular pluggable technology
providing, easy installation and
maintenance

-

Intelligent dimming, customized
illumination,
lower depreciation, longer lifespan

-

Batwing shaped design providing
the best uniform illumination

-

Suitable for internal roads and
garden areas

20-30V
DC

LIGHT SOURCE

High efficiency
Solar Panel

All in One
Design

High efficiency
Controller

Long Cycle Life
Po4

Microwave
Sensor

-

Philips top advanced LED
chips

-

Batwing shaped illumination
providing best uniformity

-

Efficiency, lifespan and reliability comply with international standards

-

Flexible CCT options from
warm 3000K to cold 6500K

-

Designed for different illumination environments.

Philips
LED

SPECIFICATION

Chip Type
LED Light Source
Lithium Battery
Solar Panel

50-NOVA 40

50-NOVA 60

40W

60W

Philips 3030

Philips 3030

Bat-wing type (150° x 75°)

Bat-wing type (150° x 75°)

LiFePo4 12.8V / 42AH

LiFePo4 12.8V / 60AH

Monocrystalline: 18V / 62W
(410 x 1053mm)

Monocrystalline: 36V / 160W
(615 x 1570mm)

40W

60W

Wattage
Lumen Efficiency

150 lm / w

150 lm / w

3000K / 4000K / 5000K / 5700K / 6500K

3000K / 4000K / 5000K / 5700K / 6500K

CRI (Ra)

≥70

≥70

LED Life

CCT**

50,000 hrs

50,000 hrs

Working Ambient
Temperature

-10°C ~ +55°C

-10°C ~ +55°C

Working Humidity

10% ~ 90%

10% ~ 90%

Controller

40W / 10A

80W / 10A

4m - 6m

6m - 8m

Installation Height*

**CCT Tolerance ±5%
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* Height varies on actual application

Data is subject to change without notice.
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50-NOVA
SOLAR ROAD LIGHT

LIGHT OPERATION ON SENSOR MODE

Working Time
(10 hr)

No Motion Detect

Motion Detect

1 hr

50%

100%

3 hr

25%

50%

6 hr

12%

25%

Total backup - 3 consecutive nights when battery is full

Note: Brightness depends on the battery charge

MICROWAVE INDUCTION

ALL IN ONE DESIGN

More stable than PIR sensor.

Integrated with solar panel, luminaire, controller, lithium battery in one system.

Apply the most advanced plate aerial.
Restrain high order harmonic and other wave
interference.
High sensitivity and stability, smart energy
saving.

Free of complex wiring work comparing with
traditional separated type.
Save lots of considerable physical work and
installation cost.

HIGH EFFICIENCY CONTROLLER

LENS TYPE BATWING SHAPED

Smart energy management for 365 days
working.

Dedicated and customized patent lens
for road lighting.

Automatically sense weather conditions

UV resistance material.resistant to high
and low temperature.

Built in microcomputer smart control and
calculation for charge, discharge and other
work data

Improved largely illumination performance
and better uniformity.

Efficiency more than 96%, make the best use
of solar panel and battery.

IP68 waterproof, adapt to wider humidity
range.

LiFePo4 WITH CONTROLLER
INTEGRATED BATTERY BOX

REINFORCED LAMP HOLDER

Lighter weight and smaller size comparing
with lead acid battery.

resistant to more than 36m/s wind.

Higher energy density, lower self-discharge
rate.

Various slope options, 15°, 30°, 45°.

I304 grade stainless steel bolts and nuts,
resistant to rust.

No memory effect, no harmful heavy metal
material pollution.

Data is subject to change without notice.
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50-NOVA
SOLAR ROAD LIGHT

INTELLIGENT POWER REGULATION

The intelligent battery control system can automatically adjust
the light output power according to the battery storage capacity,
effectively extend the working time of the light and ensures the
continuous working of the solar street light even in continual
rainy days.

Sufficient Charge

8m

100% Brightness when people nearby

50% Brightness when no one’s around

Low Battery
8m

8m

Infrared motion sensor detection area

20% Brightness when people nearby

5% Brightness when no one’s around

For example: When the battery storage capacity is sufficient, the lamp power
is on standard output (100% brightness when it detects someone, 50% brightness when no one there).
When the battery storage capacity is insufficient, it reduces
the output power of the lamp (20% brightness when it detects
someone, 5% brightness when no one there).

Data is subject to change without notice.
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50-NOVA
SOLAR ROAD LIGHT

POLAR DIAGRAM
50-NOVA 40

50-NOVA 60

SCHEMATIC
50-NOVA 40

50-NOVA 60
96

89

1570

60

615

423
1100

207

226

All dimensions are in mm

Data is subject to change without notice.
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50-NOVA
SOLAR ROAD LIGHT

SOLAR MODULE: HIGH EFFICIENCY
MONOCRYSTALLINE
Photoelectric conversion rate 19.9% with min. 10 years
warranty
Top grade mono cell with advance workmanship
Integrated professionalism & durability together

HIGH PRESSURE ALUMINUM ALLOY DIE
CASTINGS LAMP HOUSING
Made by international ADC 12, resistant to impact and
rust
Shot blast surface with high temperature electrostatic
spraying

SMART MICROWAVE SENSOR
Top advanced plate aerial, efficiently
restrain high order harmonic and other
wave interference, high sensitivity and
stability, smart energy saving

FRONT COVER (METAL)

BATWING SHAPED LUMINAIRE
Lens made by Japan Teijin brand, imported material
12252 type high strength with extreme adaptability

LiFePo4 WITH CONTROLLER
INTEGRATED BATTERY BOX
Lighter weight and smaller size comparing with lead acid battery

60/76MM MOUNT SLEEVE
304 STAINLESS FASTENERS

6063 ALUMINUM HEAT SINK
High thermal conductivity rate
Large dissipation surface design

Higher energy density, lower self-discharge rate

Cool the lamp at normal temperature range

Longer cycles with lifespan more 6
years
No memory effect, no harmful heavy
metal material pollution
Environmental friendly and suitable for
high and low temperature

Data is subject to change without notice.
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50-NOVA
SOLAR ROAD LIGHT

SMART CONTROLLER
High speed CPU and A/D convertor
Smart control for switch on and off
Protection for over-charge, over
discharge, short circuit, reverse connection, etc.
Suitable for high and low temperature
and humidity

PLUG AND PLAY
Easy for maintenance, safety and stable

LITHIUM BATTERY
Efficient, easy carrying, longer cycles
Integrated with BMS for smart control

IP67 GRADE PROTECTION

POWER SWITCH

Completely resistant to water and dust

Resistant to fire, oxidation, abrasion, spark
Excellent conductivity and durability

Data is subject to change without notice.
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50-NOVA
SOLAR ROAD LIGHT
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

Loose four bolts on front cover.

Separate the four sets of bolts, spring washer,
flat washer from the cover.

Put the sleeve at four mounting holes.
Sleeve options depend on specific location and customers.

Fasten it with the four sets bolts, spring washers and
flat washers.

Switch on and test the lamp before
mounting it on pole top.

After testing, adjust horizontally according to the
best solar direction.

Lamp Switch
Fix the lamp with screws and nuts.

LED lamp will automatically turn off in day
time for charging.
Installation at dusk or night
not suggested.

REMARKS
1. Products specification depend on specific model.
2. All wiring are waterproof and comply with international standards.
3. Only qualifled personnel maintain or repair to avoid damage.
4. Controller testing and setting according to manual instructions.
5. Installation site should be away from shadow of tree or building.
6. Regular clean suggested for dusty area to maximize the solar generation.
7. Lamp switch should turn off during transit.
ORDERING GUIDE
50-NOVA-40-730

40W

50-NOVA-60-730

60W

50-NOVA-40-740

40W

50-NOVA-60-740

60W

50-NOVA-40-750

40W

50-NOVA-60-750

60W

50-NOVA-40-757

40W

50-NOVA-60-757

60W

50-NOVA-40-765

40W

50-NOVA-60-765

60W

ORDERING EXAMPLE
50-NOVA-40-730/IP65

50

NOVA

40

730

SOLAR ROAD LIGHT

IP65
IP Rating

Family Name
Wattage

CRI & CCT

SOLAR ROAD LIGHT NOVA 40 730/IP65

Data is subject to change without notice.
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